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Abstract
Energy efficiency (EE) has become an important design goal for future cellular systems. In this paper, we study the EE
problem for limited-feedback coordinated beamforming systems providing real-time services with constant date rate.
To maximize the EE, we jointly optimize the transmit power among users and the feedback bits of each user to
quantize the desired and interfering channel directions, subject to the constraints of outage probability and number
of feedback bits. An iterative optimization algorithm is proposed for alternating power and bit allocation by
employing Yates’ framework. To further reduce the computational complexity, a suboptimal algorithm is proposed in
closed form by decoupling the problem into subproblems under asymptotical analysis. Simulation results show that
the suboptimal algorithm performs closely to the iterative optimization algorithm under high-quantization resolution.
Moreover, the proposed two algorithms provide substantial EE gain over existing schemes with equal power and bit
allocation, and the EE depends on the target data rate and outage probability of each user as well as the circuit power
consumption at the base stations.
1 Introduction
Explosive growth of high-quality wireless services prefigures that energy saving has become a critical issue [1,2].
As a result, it is an urgent task to design energy-efficient
communication systems.
Coordinated multi-point transmission with coordinated
beamforming (CoMP-CB) can improve spectral efficiency
(SE) of cellular networks by avoiding inter-cell interference (ICI), whose performance largely depends on the
quality of channel direction information (CDI) available
at the base station (BS) [3]. When the CDI cannot be
estimated at the BS, e.g., in frequency division duplex systems [4], limited-feedback techniques are often applied,
where the CDI is quantized with finite number of bits
by each users and fed back to the BS [5,6]. Limitedfeedback techniques have been extensively studied for
various multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems [7-9].
In multi-cell systems, equally allocating the bits to quantize the CDIs from multiple BSs is not efficient. Therefore,
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the bit allocation for quantizing multiple CDIs becomes
an important issue in multi-cell systems [5,6,10], which
differs from the single-cell systems. Various bit allocation
schemes were proposed for CoMP-CB systems to minimize the rate loss led by the quantized CDI [5,6] or to
maximize the lower bound of per-user rate [10]. These
schemes are designed toward maximizing SE, which do
not necessarily provide high energy efficiency (EE) [1].
The EE of downlink system is defined as the ratio of
system’s rate to the power consumption, where the power
consumption includes the circuit power and the transmit power [1]. An EE-oriented design needs to consider
the feature of the specific traffic in system. As revealed in
[11-13], three major capacity measures for system’s rate
have been defined in the literature to differentiate realtime services from non-real-time services in the physical layer: ergodic capacity, delay-limited capacity [13,14],
and outage capacity [15]. Ergodic capacity is suitable for
the best-effort services with no delay constraint, and the
EE problems for different systems with ergodic capacity were considered in [1,16]. The delay-limited capacity
characterizes the impact of coding length [15] or the
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queueing length [13], and the EE problems for different systems with delay-limited capacity were considered
in [17,18]. In this paper, we study the energy-efficient
limited-feedback CoMP-CB systems with real-time services measured by the outage capacity, where each user
has a required quality-of-service (QoS) on the data rate
and outage probability. As revealed in [12], the deep fades
in wireless channels can be detrimental to real-time services in wireless systems. Compared to the other two
capacity measures, the outage capacity is more suitable
for constant-rate real-time services under a block-fading
channel model [15]. In multi-user limited-feedback systems, each user may need different number of bits for
feeding back the CDI, since the feedback channel conditions differ from user to user [19]. These motivate to
maximize the EE for limited-feedback CoMP-CB under
the constraints on the number of feedback bits for each
user in addition to the QoS.
For the considered constant-rate systems, by the definition of EE, maximizing the EE amounts to minimizing
the total power consumption at the coordinated BSs [20].
When the circuit power is fixed, minimizing the total
power consumption is further equivalent to minimizing
the total transmit power. Transmit power minimization
problems have been extensively studied in literature under
perfect CDI [21]. For example, the works in [22,23] studied the power minimization problems under individual
signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) constraint.
Moreover, the work in [24-26] considered the power minimization problems with outage probability constraints.
However, all these works are developed assuming perfect CDI, which do not perform well in practical system
with quantized CDI. In limited-feedback systems, the
power minimization problems become more challenging, because the impact of imperfect CDI on the system
performance should be properly evaluated. The imperfect CDI not only results in many difficulties to analyze
the system performances, e.g., outage probability [10,27],
but also may make the optimization problems nonlinear even in single-cell systems [28]. In [28], a power
allocation algorithm is proposed to minimize the total
transmit power for limited-feedback multi-user MIMO
systems under individual outage probability constraints.
Nevertheless, only the inter-user interference (MUI) is
considered in single-cell systems and the impact of ICI
is ignored. In addition, the proposed algorithm is given
by semi-definite programming (SDP), which is of high
complexity [29].
As far as the authors know, no previous work has considered the joint power and feedback bit allocation to
improve the system’s EE for limited-feedback CoMP-CB
under constant date rate services. The EE performance
of CoMP-CB is severely limited by two types of residual interferences, i.e., MUI and ICI, which results from
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the inaccurate coordinated beamforming led by imperfect CDI. The residual interferences can be reduced by
allocating more feedback bits for quanting the corresponding CDI or less transmit power to the corresponding interferer. Therefore, allocating the feedback bits and
transmit powers in an efficient way eventually improves
the system’s EE. Motivated by this, we jointly optimize
the allocation of transmit powers among multiple users
and the feedback bits of each user between quantizing the
desired and interfering channels under the constraints on
individual feedback overhead and outage probability. To
find the optimal solution for the problem, we derive an
iterative algorithm using Yates’ framework [22]. Since high
computational complexity will cause high circuit power
consumption, a suboptimal algorithm is developed for the
system with high-quantization resolution, where both the
power and bit allocation are with closed form expressions
of low complexity.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first
present the system model in Section 2. In Section 3,
we formulate the EE maximization problem and find the
optimal solution. Then, in Section 4, a low complexity
algorithm is derived. Simulation results are provided in
Section 5, and the paper is concluded in the last section.
Notations: ( )T and ( )H are respectively the transpose
and transpose-conjugate operation. | | denotes the magnitude,   is the two-norm, [ x]+ = max{0, x}, x  y
(xx  y) means the vector x is element-wise larger (no
less) than the vector y, and Exp(c) means the exponential
distribution with mean of 1/c.

2 System model
2.1 Signal model

Consider a cluster of Nb BSs each equipped with Nt antennas to cooperatively serve K single antenna users in each
cell with CoMP-CB [6].
For the kth user served by BS b, user bk , the received
signal is expressed as
K


√
v
s
+
αb,bk h H
p
ybk = αb,bk h H
bk bk bk
b,bk
b,bk pbm v bm sbm
m=1,m =k

+

Nb


K


c=1,c =b n=1

√
αc,bk hH
c,bk pcn vcn scn + nbk

where pbk , v bk , sbk , and nbk are respectively the transmit
power, unit-norm precoder, transmit data, and receiver
noise, αb,bk is the large-scale fading channel gain between
BS b and user bk , and h b,bk is the small-scale fading channel vector. Without loss of generalities, we assume sbk
and nbk are with unit variance, and h b,bk is subject to
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh
fading.
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The SINR at user bk is
SINRbk =

2 |h
2
hH
pbk αb,b
b,bk v bk |
k
Nb
K
K



1+
Ibm ,bk +
Icn ,bk
m=1,m =k
c=1,c =b n=1

2 |h
2
hH
where Ibm ,bk = pbm αb,b
b,bk v bm | is the MUI, and Icn ,bk =
k
2 |h
2
hH
pcn αc,b
c,bk v cn | is the ICI. We consider K > 1 and Nb >
k
1 such that both MUI and ICI exist.
In the following, we call h b,bk and h c,bk respectively as
the desired and interfering channels for user bk (c  = b).

2.2 Limited-feedback transmission model

We assume that the users have perfect CDI after channel
estimation. The CDI is quantized through a given codebook with proper size known by both the BSs and users.
Then the codebook indices representing the quantized
CDIs of desired and interfering channels of each user are
fed back to its serving BS in uplink, after which the CDIs
are shared among the BSs for coordinated beamforming.
Take the desired channel h b,bk as an example. Denote
hb,bk = h̄
hb,bk /h
hb,bk  and ĥ
hb,bk as the
the perfect CDI as h̄
quantized CDI with unit-norm. The relation between the
perfect CDI and quantized CDI can be modeled as [9]
hb,bk + sin θb,bk q b,bk
hb,bk = cos θb,bk ĥ
h̄

(1)
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extra circuit powers because of extra radio-frequency (RF)
chains at the BSs [30]. On the other hand, the quantization distortion in (2) grows exponentially as the number
of antennas increases, which can greatly degrade the user
SINR [31] and eventually bring down the system EE.
Therefore, in this work, we consider only the case of full
multiplexing. pause
hb,1 , · · · , ĥ
hb,K ] as the channel matrix
Denote H b, =[ ĥ
from BS b to the users served by BS  (b,  =
1, . . . , Nb ). Then the ZFBF precoder at BS b for user
bk in the CoMP-CB system, v bk , is obtained from normalizing the kth column of (HbH Hb )−1 Hb where Hb =
[ H b,b , H b,1 , · · · , H b,b−1 , H b,b+1 · · · , H b,Nb ].

3 EE optimization for limited-feedback CoMP-CB
system
In this section, we study the bit and power allocation
problem to maximize the downlink EE of the CoMP-CB
system, where the total number of feedback bits of each
user is given. We consider the system providing real-time
services under a block fading channel, where each user
requires a constant data rate. Since the data rate requirement of each user may not be supported under fading
channel with imperfect CDI, to guarantee the QoS, a
constraint on outage probability is considered, which is
assumed less than a target value.

where q b,bk is the error vector of unit-norm, and
H

hb,bk | reflects the quantization accuracy.
hb,bk ĥ
cos θb,bk = |h̄
The average CDI distortion led by quantization is
H
hb,bk |2 } in [8],
hb,bk ĥ
defined as E{sin2 θb,bk } = 1 − E{|h̄
whose value depends on the employed codebooks, which
is intractable for analysis. We therefore consider a quantization cell approximation method used in [9], whose
average CDI quantization distortion is
 Nt − 1

2
E sin2 θb,bk =
Nt

Bb,b
k
− N −1
t

(2)

where Bb,bk is the number of bits for quantizing the CDI
of the desired channel h b,bk . It was shown in [9] via simulation that Eq. 2 provides an accurate approximation
for other codebooks designed for i.i.d. Rayleigh fading
channels.
Similarly, we can obtain the average CDI quantization distortion for the interfering channel hc,bk as
−

Bc,b
k

2 Nt −1 for c  = b, where Bc,bk is the
E{sin2 θc,bk } = NNt −1
t
number of bits for quantizing the CDI of h c,bk .
As in most limited-feedback literature [6,8,19], we consider the zero-forcing beamforming (ZFBF) at the BSs
which is low complexity but suboptimal and consider full
multiplexing, i.e., Nt = Nb K, due to its analytic tractability. Extra transmit antennas at the BSs, i.e., Nt > Nb K,
do not necessarily provide higher EE for limited-feedback
systems. On one hand, the case Nt > Nb K introduces

3.1 Problem formulation

Denote γbk as the targeted SINR of user bk for the constant
data rate in downlink. Then, the outage probability of user
bk is defined as
Pout (γbk ) = Pr{SINRbk < γbk }.
Considering the outage probability is required less than a
target value Obk , i.e., Pout (γbk ) ≤ Obk , the required data
rate by user bk , i.e., outage capacity, is given as
Rbk = log(1 + γbk )(1 − Obk ).
The EE of downlink CoMP-CB system is defined as
the ratio of the system’s sum rate to the total power
consumption in downlink [32,33], which is,
Nb K
k=1 Rbk
b=1
(3)
EE =
Nb K
Nb pc + b=1 k=1 pbk
where pc is the circuit power at each BS. The modeling
of circuit power can be found in [34], which includes the
power consumed by RF chain, signal processing, cooling,
etc. at each BS as well as that by the backhaul links for
channel sharing.
With zero-forcing beamforming (ZFBF), it was shown
2
hH
in [35] that the interference powers |h
b,bk v bm | and
2
hH
|h
c,bk v cn | are exponentially distributed respectively with
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probability density distribution (PDF) of Exp(1/δb,bk ) and
Exp(1/δc,bk ), where their expectations are
δb,bk = 2

−Bb,b
k
Nt −1

−Bc,b
k
Nt −1

and δc,bk = 2

(4)

.

Moreover, when Nb K = Nt , the precoder v bk is indepen2
hH
dent with h b,bk and the variable |h
b,bk v bk | is exponentially
distributed with PDF of Exp(1) [9]. Then, the outage probability of user bk under given transmit powers is [10]
Pout (γbk ) = 1−
−
K

m=1,m =k


γb δb,b pb
1+ k p k m
bk

e

γb
k
α 2 pb
b,bk k

Nb


K


c=1,c =b n=1

1+

2 p
γbk δc,bk αc,b
c
k n
2
αb,b pbk
k

which depends on the transmit power, average CDI quantization distortion and target SINR of the user.
By observing (5), we can find that limited feedback has a
large impact on the outage probability. The impact of MUI
and ICI is conveyed by the denominator of (5). Given the
transmit powers, the larger average CDI distortion δb,bk
or δc,bk is, the larger MUI or ICI the user bk experiences,
and the larger the outage probability becomes. In contrast,
under perfect CDI, the MUI and ICI become zero and the
denominator of (5) is unit, which means the bit allocation
is not necessary.
To maximize the EE of downlink CoMP-CB, the problem of jointly allocating the transmit powers among multiple users and the total number of bits of each user
between quantizing its desired and interfering CDIs can
be formulated as
pbk , B bk

(6)

EE

s.t. Pout (γbk ) ≤ Obk ,
1T Bbk ≤ Bbk ,

∀bk

∀bk

The optimization problem in (6) does not associate with
the instantaneous channel information. As a result, the
power and bit allocation does not need a frequent design,
which will not causing too much signaling overhead.
Nonetheless, if we consider the maximum transmit power
constraint at each BS, the problem will become infeasible
when the target date rate is high, even with perfect CDI.
To demonstrate the EE potential of the CoMP-CB system and differentiate the infeasibility led by the transmit
power and imperfect CDI, we do not take into account the
maximum transmit power constraint.
3.2 Optimal solution of joint power and bit allocation

(5)

max
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(6a)
(6b)

pbk > 0,

∀bk

(6c)

B bk  0 ,

∀ bk

(6d)

where B bk [ B1,bk , B2,bk , · · · , BNb ,bk ]T is the bit allocation
profile of user bk for quantizing the CDIs from desired and
interfering BSs, Bbk is the total number of feedback bits of
user bk , 1 and 0 are respectively the all-one and all-zero
vectors. The QoS requirement parameters γbk and Obk are
constant and pre-specified by the system. In the constraint
(6b), as shown in (4), allocating more bits for Bb,bk in B bk
can lower down the average MUI, while allocating more
bits for Bc,bk (c  = b) in B bk can lower down the cth average
ICI. Therefore, the bit allocation in (6) is to improve the
system EE by considering both the impact of MUI and ICI.

Since each user’s date rate Rbk is constant in the numerator of EE and the circuit power does not depend on the
variables to be optimized, problem (6) is equivalent to
the following joint power and bit allocation problem that
minimizes the total transmit power
Nb K

min

b=1

pbk , B bk

k=1

(7)

pbk

s.t. (6a),(6b),(6c),(6d).
It should be noted that although the equivalence between
the problems (6) and (7) is applied here to reduce the complexity of optimization problem, the work in this paper is
motivated by improving the system EE as defined in (3).
Moreover, to show the impact of proposed algorithms for
joint power and bit allocation, and the other impacts such
as circuit power and outage probability, the system EE in
(3) rather than total transmit power in (7) will be mainly
evaluated in the simulation section.
The optimization problem in (7) is nonlinear. To see
this, from (5), we can rewrite the constraint (6a) as
⎛

K


γbk δb,bk pbm
pbk
m=1,m =k
⎞

Nb
2 p
K


γbk δc,bk αc,b
c
1
n
k
⎠
pbk log 1+
+
2
1
αb,b pbk
log 1−O
c=1,c =b n=1
k

pbk ≥ ⎝

γbk

2
αb,b
k

+

pbk log 1 +

bk

(8)
p, B bk )
 T bk (p

(9)

where p [ p11 , · · · , p1K , · · · , pNb1 , · · · , pNbK ]T denotes
the power profile for all KNb users. All the variables in (8),
including the transmit powers and the bits conveyed in
average CDI distortions, are nonlinear in the constraint.
Solving the problem (7) is quite challenging due to its
nonlinearity. Instead of solving it directly, here, we study
an equivalent problem for (7) and reveal that the nonlinear
optimization problem can be solved by using a standard
iteration algorithm.
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The nonlinear optimization problem (7) is equivalent to
the following problem
Nb K
pbk
(10)
min
b=1

pbk

s.t.

k=1

p),
pbk ≥ T bk (p
pbk > 0,

∀bk

(10a)

∀bk

p) is defined through the optiwhere the function T bk (p
mization of bit allocation
p) 
T bk (p

min

Bb 0
1 T B bk ≤Bbk ,B
k

p, B bk ).
T bk (p

(11)

The equivalence comes from the fact that the bit allop, B bk ). Concation profile B bk of user bk only affects T bk (p
sidering the inequality (8), the minimum value of pbk is
the one satisfying the constraint in (10a) among all the
p, B bk ) with different bit allocation
possible values of T bk (p
profile B bk for user bk . Therefore, the two problems are
equivalent in the sense that they have the same globally
optimal solution.
The optimal solution to problem (10) can be found by
alternatively optimizing the bit and power allocation.
3.2.1 Bit allocation with given power allocation

In each iteration with given transmit powers, the bit allocation for quantizing the desired and interfering CDIs of
user bk can be found from the following problem (i.e.,
(11)),
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Yates found that for any function used for iteration,
if the function satisfies all the properties of a standard
interference function [22], the iteration will converge to
the globally optimal solution. Using Yates’ framework, we
can update the transmit powers with the solution of bit
allocation obtained from problem (12) as
p)
pbk = T bk (p

(13)

The iterative algorithm to solve problem (10) is summarized in Algorithm 1, which converges to optimal solution
and provides a performance baseline. However, the iteration in the algorithm increases the computational complexity for signal processing and thus may increase the
circuit power consumption. Therefore, we further propose a non-iterative algorithm with lower complexity in
the sequel.
Algorithm 1 Iterative algorithm for finding optimal
solution
Initialize: i = 0, p 0bk , B 0bk  0
Iterate for each user bk
1. update i = i + 1;
2. update bit allocation B ibk for user bk by solving problem (12) with
given p i−1
b ;
k

3. update power allocation p ibk by (13) with given B ibk and p i−1
bk ;
Terminate until convergence or reaching maximum number of iterations.

p, B bk )
min T bk (p
B bk

(12)

s.t. 1 T B bk ≤ Bbk , B bk  0
It is easy to verify that this problem is convex on the Bbk .
Therefore, the optimal solution can be obtained by using
standard convex optimization tools [29].
3.2.2 Power allocation with given bit allocation

When the bit allocation for each user is obtained, the
power allocation for multiple users can be optimized by
using Yates’ framework [22], which is a fixed-point iteration problem. To show the convergence of the proposed
iterative algorithm, we provide the following proposition.
p) is a standard interference funcProposition 1. T bk (p
tion of the vector p , i.e., it satisfies the following three
properties:

1. Positivity: T bk (pp) > 0.
2. Monotonicity: T bk (pp) is monotonic with each
element in p .
T bk (p
p) for any constant
3. Scalability: T bk (τpp) < τT
τ > 1.
The proposition can be proved using a similar method
as that in [25].

4 Low complexity algorithm
In this section, we propose a suboptimal but low complexity algorithm to solve problem (10). By using asymptotical
analysis and introducing upper bound, we decouple the
joint bit and power allocation problem into two subproblems: 1) optimizing power allocation with given bit
allocation, and 2) optimizing bit allocation with optimized power allocation. The two subproblems are solved
without the need for iteration.
4.1 Power allocation with given bit allocation

We first optimize the power allocation with given bit
allocation for each user.
Using the inequality (14) in [36], we can obtain a upper
bound for outage probability in (5) as
Pout (γbk ) ≤ 1 − e
where the

γb
k
bk

−p

T rb (p
p,B
Bb )
k
k

p, B bk )
function T rb (p
k

p, B bk ) =
T rbk (p

1
2
αb,b

k

(14)

is written as

Nb 
K
K α2 δ


c,bk c,bk
+ δb,bk
pbm +
pcn .
α2
m=1,m =k
c=1,c =bn=1 b,b
k

(15)
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With this upper bound, we formulate a power allocation
problem with given bit allocation as
Nb K
min
pbk
(16)
k=1

b=1

pbk

1−e

s.t.

γb
k
bk

−p

p,B
Bb )
T rb (p
k
k

pbk > 0,

≤ Obk ,

∀bk

∀bk

(16a)
(16b)

whose solution is suboptimal for the original problem
(10). Specially, we can rewrite the constraint (16a) as
p, B bk )
pbk ≥ γbrk T rbk (p
where γbr 
k

(17)

−γbk
log(1−Obk ) .

Now both the objective function and constraints in (16)
are expressed as linear functions of the optimization variables, i.e., the elements in p . Define a constant matrix A of
size KNb × KNb with the (i, j)th element as
⎧
0,
if j = i
⎪
⎪
⎨ γ r δ , if K(b−1) < j ≤ Kb, j  = i
b,b
k
bk
Ai,j =
(18)
2 δ
γbr αc,b
c,bk
⎪
⎪
k
k
⎩
,
if
j
≤
K(b−1),
or
j
>
Kb
2
α

form, which is desirable for the performance analysis in
the following.
4.2 Bit allocation with optimized power allocation

We then optimize the bit allocation between the desired
and interfering CDIs to further reduce the minimum total
transmit power pS . Unfortunately, the optimal bit allocation that minimizes pS is hard to find because the expression of pS in (22) is complicated and nonlinear with the
CDI quantization distortion. In the sequel, we study the
bit allocation problem resorting to asymptotic analysis.
Proposition 2. The minimum total transmit power in
(22) satisfies
pS
=1
lim
γbr

δ→0
Nb K
k
pCDI + b=1

b
k=1 α 2
k
b,bk

where δ = max δ,bk , pCDI =
K
m=1

γbr
m
2
αb,b
m

b,bk

and a constant vector w of size KNb × 1 with the ith
element as
γbr
wi = 2 k
(19)
αb,b
k

where c  = b and the index i = (b−1)K +k, b = 1, · · · , Nb ,
k = 1, · · · , K. The matrix A describes the coefficients
of the variables (e.g., transmit powers) in the constraint
(17). The vector w describes the constants irrespective of
variables in the constraint (17). Therefore, with the upper
bound in (14), problem (16) becomes a linear programming problem for the transmit powers, which has a much
lower complexity than the problem (7).
With the definition of A and w , we can immediately
write the problem (16) into a standard linear programming problem, which is
min 1 T p
p

s.t. p  Ap + w , and p  0 .

(20)

From [29], the optimal solution of problem (20) can be
obtained with closed form as
p = (II − A )−1w

(21)

and the corresponding minimum sum transmit power of
all the BSs becomes
T

−1

pS = 1 (II − A ) w .

(22)

There are two benefits of the solution in (21). One is
that linear programming is desirable for low complexity in
computation. The other is that the solution is of explicit
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gs, =

,bk

, bk =

⎧
⎨p

s,b

⎩

−

Nb

b=1 ps,b

Nb

2
=1 gs, α,bk δ,bk

γbr

k

2
αb,b

ps, ,

, =b

k

with ps,b =

with

(23)

 = b

A → 0,
Proof: When δ → 0, it can be verified that A
using the Taylor series, we obtain the equivalent infinitesimal of (II − A )−1 from the first order expansion as [37]
(II − A )−1 ≈ I + A .

(24)

Using the equivalent infinitesimal replacement in the limit
operation and the definition of A and w , we have
pS
pS
= lim T
lim
δ→0 1 T (II − A )−1w
δ→0 1 (II + A )w
w
pS
(25)
.
= lim
Nb K γbrk
δ→0
pCDI + b=1 k=1 α 2 bk
b,bk

Now, we complete the proof for the proposition. 
The condition δ → 0 requires that the system is
with high-quantization resolution for each CDI. With
perfect CDI, it is easy to show that the minimum total
Nb
transmit power is pCDI =
b=1 ps,b . When the CDI
is imperfect, the transmit power will increase in order
to achieve the same target SINR and outage probability
under the residual
MUI and ICI, which leads to the term
Nb K γbrk
k=1α 2 bk in the dominator in (25). This fracb=1
b,bk

tion of transmit power reduces with the improved CDI
quantization accuracy, and thereby can be minimized by
the bit allocation.
According to Proposition 2, to improve the EE for the
system with high-quantization resolution, we only need to
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minimize

Nb K
b=1

γbr
k
k=1α 2

b,bk

bk . Considering the individual

constraint imposed on the number of bits for each user,
and considering that only bk is related with the bit allocation of user bk , the power allocation problem can be
formulated as
min bk =
B bk

Nb

=1

2
gs, α,b
δ
k ,bk

(26)

s.t. 1 T B bk ≤ Bbk , and B bk  0.

Therefore, both impacts of MUI and ICI are reflected in
the bit allocation (27).
The low complexity algorithm is summarized in
Algorithm 2, where the power allocation (21) depends on
the bit allocation algorithm (27). It will be shown in the
simulation section that under high-quantization resolution, the performance of suboptimal algorithm is close to
that of optimal algorithm.

Algorithm 2 Low complexity algorithm

This is a convex optimization problem. First, the constraints are linear and thus convex. Second, the objective
function is a weighted sum of exponential functions with
positive weights, which is also convex. The solution can be
found from the Karush-Kuhun-Tucker (KKT) conditions,
which turns into a water-filling algorithm with the unique
solution as follows:
2
−log2 ν(Nt −1)]+
B,bk = (Nt −1)[ log2 gs, +log2 α,b
k

(27)
Nb
B,bk = Bbk .
where ν > 0 should satisfy =1
The result in (27) shows that the allocated number of
bits for quantizing the CDI from the th BS to user bk not
2
but
only increases with the large-scale fading gain α,b
k
also grows with the parameter gs, defined in (23), which
is associated with the QoS requirements (i.e., γk and Ok )
for the users served in the th cell.
To illustrate this, we consider the case that the QoS
requirements for users in the same cell are identical, i.e.,
γrk = γr for all k, then (23) reduces to
⎧
K
⎪
1
⎨γr
, =b
− α 21
m=1 α 2
b
b,bm
b,bk
gs, =

1
⎪
⎩
 = b
γr K
m=1 α 2 ,
,m

It means that the parameters gs, are linear with its own
QoS requirement γr in the th cell. Consequently, we can
find that (27) tends to allocate more bits to the cell with
larger QoS requirement. By contrast, the bit allocation
algorithm for improving SE proposed in [5,6] only exploits
the receive powers in the desired and interfering channels
but does not consider the different QoS requirements, and
thus cannot be applied in this work.
For general setting of QoS requirement γrk , the parameter gs, measures the interference condition from the th
BS to the user bk quantitatively. Observe gs, defined in
K
γbr
m
(23): when  = b, it equals to gs,b =
m=1,m =k α 2 ,
b,bm

which is a sum of K −1 items coming from the K −1 MUIs
experienced by user bk from the bth BS; when   = b, it
K
γrm
equals to gs, =
m=1 α 2 , which is a sum of K items
,m
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coming from the ICI of K users served by the th BS.

For each user bk ,
1. bit allocation: obtain B bk with (27);
2. power allocation with the bit allocation in (27): obtain pbk with (21).

4.3 Feasibility of the proposed algorithms

The bit and power allocation algorithms are derived under
the implicit assumption that the optimal problems in (10)
and (20) are feasible, i.e., the allocated powers are neither negative nor infinity. However, as indicated by [22], in
some cases with strong interference, the optimal solutions
are not feasible.
A sufficient and necessary condition for the feasibility of
problem (20) is that the maximum eigenvalue of A should
be less than one [22]. Therefore, the solution in (21) is
applicable only when the maximum eigenvalue of A is less
than one.
This is also a sufficient condition for the feasibility of
problem (10) (equivalently, original problem (6)), since the
solution of problem (20) is an upper bound of the solution
of problem (10). The exact sufficient and necessary condition for problem (10) is generally unknown. As a result, in
some cases the suboptimal power allocation in (21) may
not be feasible when the optimal power allocation in (13)
is feasible.

5 Simulation results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms through simulations.
5.1 Simulation setup

We consider a CoMP-CB system with a cooperative cluster size of three, i.e., Nb = 3. The inter-cluster interference
is modeled as noise, which is reflected in the noise power
set as −104 dBm. The cell radius is 250 m, the path loss
factor is 3.76, and the downlink transmission bandwidth
is 10 Mhz. The small-scaling fading channels are subject
to i.i.d. Rayleigh flat fading. Random vector quantization
(RVQ) codebooks are applied for quantizing each CDI.
We assume there are two users in each cell, i.e., K =
2, and the number of antennas at each BS is six, i.e.,
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Nt = 6. It means each user experiences one MUI interference from the other user in the same cell and four ICI
interferences from the users in two neighboring cells.
The system topology is shown in Figure 1, where two
scenarios about user locations are studied. The first scenario is with fixed user location, which is applied in
Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. In this scenario, two users in
each cell are located on the line between their serving
BS and the point O and with a distance d to their serving BS and a distance dI to the other two interfering BSs.
Moreover, the users in three cells are symmetrically distributed. The major benefit of this scenario is that we
only need to employ one single parameter d to reflect
user location, which determines the large-scale channel
gains of desired and interfering channels. When changing
the distance d to the serving BS, the large-scale channel gains of desired and interfering channels are changed
simultaneously which are unequal except for the user
location d = 250 m. The different impacts of desired and
interfering channels are reflected by the heterogeneous
large-scale channel gains from desired and interfering BSs,
which are exploited in the power and bit allocation by
the two proposed algorithms. The second scenario is with
random user locations, which is applied in Figure 8 to
show the impact of general user locations. In the second
scenario, each user is randomly dropped in the CoMP
region shown in Figure 1. The CoMP region is defined as
the cell-edge region, where the inter-cell interference is
strong and coordinated beamforming is necessary.
To reflect different data rate requirements of each user,
we set the data rate constraint in the three cells as R11 =
R12 = ρ1 R(1 − O), R21 = R22 = ρ
2 R(1 − O), and R31 =

R32 = ρ3 R(1 − O) bps/hz, where 3i=1 ρi = 1. Then, the
total date rate of all the six users is 2R(1−O). Unless otherwise specified, the target outage probability for each user
is O = 0.1.
Similar simulation results can be observed for more
complex cases with arbitrary size of cluster, random
located users and arbitrary data rate requirement, which
are not shown for conciseness.
For simplicity, in the following, we refer to the optimal power and bit allocation obtained from the iterative
algorithm in Algorithm 1 as ‘OPA+OBA’, and the suboptimal power and bit allocation obtained from the low
complexity algorithm in Algorithm 2 as ‘SPA+SBA’, both
in the main text and in the legend. The obtained bit allocation results in the optimization problems are rounded
into nearest integers as the number of allocated bits.
We assume that the total number of feedback bits for
each user is conveyed via Ns slots in uplink. The number of feedback bits in each slot is adaptive to the average
uplink signal-to-noise
 ratio (SNR), which isdetermined by
the constraint Pr log2 (1 + SNRubk ) ≤

Bbk
Ns

≤ 0.1, where
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SNRubk is the instantaneous receive SNR at the BS b from
user bk . We set Ns = 3(Nt − 1) in Subsection 5.2 and
the impact of the value of Ns on the uplink and downlink
energy consumptions will be investigated in Subsection
5.3. It is worthy to note that when the value of Ns changes,
the total number of feedback bits for each user changes.
Denote uplink transmit power as pu , which is set as 26
dBm (approximately 400 mw). Let h ub,b be the instantak
neous uplink small-scale fading channel vector. Then, the
2 h
hub,b 2 . The
uplink receiving SNR is SNRubk = pu αb,b
k
k
large-scale fading gains of the uplink and downlink channels are equal and the small-scaling fading uplink channels
are subject to i.i.d. Rayleigh flat fading and independent
with the downlink channels.
5.2 Validation of upper bound and asymptotic analysis

To validate the upper bound and asymptotic analysis, we
compare the total transmit power at all coordinated BSs
obtained from the iterative algorithm in Algorithm 1, the
low complexity algorithm in Algorithm 2, and the asymptotical analysis in Proposition 2 using the bit allocation in
(27).
As shown in Figure 2, the low complexity algorithm performs close to the iterative optimization algorithm as the
number of feedback bits for each user increases, which
indicates that using the upper bound of outage probability
in (14) leads to minor performance loss. Moreover, as the
number of bits increases, the performance of both algorithms converge to the limit result of asymptotic analysis
in Proposition 2.
5.3 Performance evaluation of the proposed algorithms
5.3.1 Convergence of the optimal algorithm

Figure 3 shows the total transmit power obtained from the
iterative algorithm in Algorithm 1 and the low complexity
algorithm in Algorithm 2 versus the number of iterations.
It is shown that the total transmit power obtained by
the iterative algorithm converges to the optimality rapidly
in the iteration, and the low complexity algorithm performs close to the iterative algorithm. Moreover, the total
transmit power increases with the data rate requirement.
5.3.2 Comparison with other schemes

The EE achieved by the proposed iterative algorithm is
shown in Figure 4 versus the system’s rate, where the system’s rate is given as the numerator of the EE defined
in (3). Considering that there are no comparable methods available in the literature, we compare with equal
bit allocation (EBA) between the desirable and interfering CDIs for each user and equal power allocation (EPA)
among multiple users, which are widely applied in prevalent limited feedback systems. To implement the scheme
of ‘EBA+EPA,’ we solve optimization problem (6) under
two additional constraints: pbk = p and B,bk = Bbk /Nb
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Figure 3 Convergence of the iterative algorithm.

for user bk ( = 1, 2, 3). To implement the scheme of
‘OPA+EBA,’ we fix the equal bit allocation in the algorithm
of Algorithm 1, and iterate the transmit powers only. The
scheme of ‘OPA+EBA’ provides the optimal solution for
power allocation when the bit allocation is fixed, which
can serve as the performance upper bound for any other
power allocation algorithms [21,25].

7

The simulation results show that with equal bit allocation, the optimal power allocation can remarkably
improve EE in spite of user locations. Moreover, the EE
can be further improved by using the optimal bit allocation. From d = 250 to d = 200 m, the EE gain
of the optimal bit allocation over equal bit allocation
increases significantly, since it is more beneficial to use
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Figure 4 EE under different user locations. pc = 50 W [38], ρ1 = 1/2, ρ2 = ρ3 = 14 .
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Figure 5 EE of optimal and suboptimal algorithms, pc = 50 W, d = 200 m. Equal QoS: ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ3 = 1/3; unequal QoS: ρ1 = 1/2, ρ2 = ρ3 = 14 .

the bit allocation for exploiting the heterogeneity of largescale channel gains from desired and interfering BSs. The
results highlight the importance of joint power and bit
allocation to improve the EE in limited feedback CoMP
system.
The EE achieved by the proposed iterative algorithm
(OPA+OBA) and low complexity algorithm (SPA+SBA)

14

versus the system’s rate is shown in Figure 5, where pc =
50 W and d = 200 m. We consider two QoS requirements
for the users: the equal QoS, where ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ3 = 1/3;
the unequal QoS, where ρ1 = 1/2 and ρ2 = ρ3 = 14 .
The results show that the EE gap between the iterative
and low complexity algorithms is small for low system’s
rate but large for high system’s rate. For the case of high
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Figure 7 Trade-off between the downlink and uplink energy consumptions. Equal QoS: ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ3 = 1/3.

system’s rate under equal QoS, the users with high data
rate requirement are with large elements in A as defined in
(23). This makes the maximum eigenvalue of A close to 1
and results in the infeasibility for power allocation in (21)
as analyzed in Section 4.3. The infeasibility events occur
more frequently for the case with unequal QoS, since the
users in the first cell with ρ1 R are with even larger elements in A . As shown in the figure, the performance gain

6

of the optimal bit allocation over the equal bit allocation is larger under unequal QoS requirement than under
equal QoS requirement. Moreover, under equal bit allocation, we can find that the optimal bit allocation under
unequal QoS is inferior to that under equal QoS. This is
because unequal QoS makes the interference among the
users more heterogeneous, such that equal bit allocation
becomes more improper.
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5.3.3 Impact of circuit power consumption and outage
probability

In Figure 6, we present the EE achieved by the proposed
optimal algorithm under different circuit power and outage probability for the case with equal QoS requirement
where d = 200 m. In addition to pc = 50 W, two other
circuit power consumptions are considered: low circuit
power case where pc = 10 W and high circuit power case
where pc = 150 W [2]. Two target outage probabilities
are considered: 0.1 and 0.05. The simulation results show
that the EE decreases with the outage probability. When
the outage probability is the same, the EE decreases as
the circuit power consumption increases. Since the circuit
power consumption does not affect the feasibility of the
proposed algorithm, the EE with the same outage probability under different circuit power consumptions drops to
zero at the same value of system’s rate.

5.4 Trade-off between downlink and uplink energy
consumptions

In Figure 7, we show the downlink and uplink energy consumptions, where the iterative algorithm in Algorithm 1 is
used. We assume that there are T = 100 slots in downlink
transmission per uplink feedback and consider d = 250
m and individual data rate requirement of 0.5 bps/hz.
Since in the uplink the BSs receive the CDI feedback from
the users, we also consider the circuit power consumed
at the BS for reception. The downlink circuit power for
transmission and reception are respectively pc = 50 W
and pc = 42 W. The energy consumption in uplink is
the energy consumed by the circuit power puc and transmit power pu in the Ns feedback slots at each user. The
circuit power consumption for users are from [39]. We
set the duration of each slot as 1 ms for both downlink
transmission and uplink feedback.
As shown in the figure, for the same values of puc and
pu , the more energy are consumed at each user, the less
energy are consumed at the BSs. The energy consumption
in downlink when puc = 20 mW, pu = 200 mW and Ns =
17 is approximately equal to that when puc = 20 mW, pu =
400 mW, and Ns = 14. This is because with higher uplink
transmit power more bits can be fed back in each time slot
and thereby the number of the time slots reduces.
In all three cases, the downlink energy consumption
first drops dramatically and then remains constant as
the uplink energy consumption increases. This is because
when the uplink energy consumption is low, the total
number of bits of each user is small such that the MUI and
ICI in the system severely degrades the EE performance.
The nonlinear impact of the number of bits for feedback
on the downlink performance leads to a dramatic change
on the downlink energy consumption. However, as the
uplink energy consumption increases, the total number of
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bits of each user becomes large such that the MUI and ICI
in the system approaches zero, then the downlink energy
consumption becomes unchanged.
In practice, we can judiciously select the number of
feedback slots Ns , i.e., the total number of feedback bits
for each user, to trade-off the downlink and uplink energy
consumptions.
5.5 Performance evaluation for general user locations

We investigate the impact of general user locations on
the performance of the proposed algorithm in Figure 8.
The second scenario for random user locations in Figure 1
is considered. We consider equal QoS requirement and
assume that each user is randomly dropped in the CoMP
region with a minimum distance of 200 m to their serving
BSs in the cell-edge.
Figure 8 provides five instances of EE performance
under different date rates for CoMP system with randomly distributed users, where the schemes of ‘EPA+EBA,’
‘OPA+EBA,’ and ‘OPA+OBA’ are evaluated. The five
instances are selected randomly, and in each instance
six users are dropped independently and uniformly
in the CoMP region. As shown in Figure 8, similar to Figure 4 where users are symmetrically distributed at fixed locations, it is also of significance
to improve the EE performance for limited feedback
CoMP-CB system with users at general user locations
by using the proposed joint power and bit allocation
algorithm.

6 Conclusions
We studied energy-efficient power and bit allocation for
downlink limited-feedback CoMP-CB systems under the
individual date rate requirement and feedback overhead
constraint for each user. An optimal solution and a low
complexity suboptimal algorithm were respectively proposed to allocate the transmit powers among multiple
users and allocate the total number of bits of each user
for quantizing the desired and interference channel directions. Simulation results have shown that the proposed
algorithms improves the EE of the CoMP-CB systems
significantly with respect to the equal power and bit allocation. The target data rate and outage probability of each
user, the location of the users as well as circuit power consumption have a large impact on the EE of the system. We
found that the energy consumed at the coordinated BSs
first reduces rapidly with the increase of energy consumed
at each user but remains almost constant when the uplink
energy consumption further increases. This suggests that
the energy consumption at the BSs can be reduced significantly with a minor increase of the energy consumption at
each user if the total number of feedback bits for the user
is carefully assigned.
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